# VDOE Required Entry Assessments

## Praxis I Pre-Professional Skills

**Until 12/31/2013**

- Reading 178
- Writing 176
- Math 178

OR

- Composite 532

## Praxis Core Academic Skills for Educators

**From 1/1/2014**

- Reading 156
- Writing 162
- Math 150

No composite passing score

## SAT

**Until 4/1/1995**

- Verbal 450
- Math 510

AND

- Composite 1000

**From 4/1/1995 Until 3/1/2016**

- Verbal 530
- Math 530

AND

- Composite 1100

**From 3/1/2016**

- Evidence-Based Rdg/Wtg 580
- Math 560

AND

- Composite 1170

## ACT

**Until 4/1/1995**

- English+Rdg 37
- Math 21

AND

- Composite 21

**From 4/1/1995**

- English+Rdg 46
- Math 22

AND

- Composite 24

*If no English+Reading score is available, ACT cannot be used*

## VCLA

- Reading 235
- Writing 235
- Qualifying math score on Praxis, SAT, or ACT

AND

- VCLA Composite 470

---
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